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DEPTH STUDY 4: THE WESTERN AND ISLAMIC WORLD

TOPIC 4d
Renaissance Italy

4d.1 Overview
Numerous videos and interactivities are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in 
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. They will help you to learn the concepts covered in this topic.

LEARNING SEQUENCE
4d.1 Overview
4d.2 Renaissance Italy
4d.3 Work and wealth
4d.4 Florence: rulers and ruled
4d.5 The Medici
4d.6 Humanist thinking
4d.7 Art and architecture
4d.8 Leonardo da Vinci
4d.9 Spread and legacy

4d.10 A scientific legacy
4d.11 A religious legacy
4d.12 Research project: Renaissance Antiques brochure
4d.13 Review

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this topic students will investigate:

• The way of life in Renaissance Italy, (social, cultural, economic and political features) and the roles and 
relationships of different groups in society 4d.2, 4d.3, 4d.4

• Significant developments and/or cultural achievements that reflect the concentration of wealth and power 
in the city-states 4d.5, 4d.6, 4d.7, 4d.8, 4d.9, 4d.10

• Relationships between rulers and ruled in one Italian city-state 4d.4, 4d.5
• The role and achievements of significant individuals 4d.5, 4d.6, 4d.8, 4d.9, 4d.10, 4d.11
• The spread of Renaissance culture to the rest of Europe, and its legacy 4d.9, 4d.10, 4d.11

4d.1.1 Introduction
Italy was the centre of the cultural movement we call the Renaissance, a French word meaning ‘rebirth’. 
The Renaissance lasted from c.1350 to c.1550. It grew from people having the opportunity and desire to 
rediscover the learning of ancient Greece and Rome.

This rediscovered knowledge inspired an exciting period of artistic, intellectual and geographical explo-
ration that brought together wealthy people looking for ways to show off their money, and artists, architects 
and thinkers looking for sponsors to fund their dreams.

While in some ways backward-looking, the Renaissance encouraged people throughout Europe to ques-
tion the status quo, make important scientific and technological advances and embark on voyages of dis-
covery in Africa, the Americas and the Pacific. Many saw it as a marvellous time to be alive.
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 Watch this eLesson: Renaissance Italy (c. 1400–1600) (eles-1826)

ONLINE ONLY

Starter questions
1. What impression of the Renaissance do you gain from SOURCE 1?
2. What movies or books do you know that set during the Renaissance?
3. What would it be like to live in a time when a person could be tortured and burned alive for having 

 different ideas?
4. What questions could you use as a guide to learning more about the Renaissance?

SOURCE 1 A section of Benozzo Gozzoli’s c.1459 fresco The procession of the Magi (symbolic of the journey 
to new horizons). The face of the king is supposed to be that of Lorenzo de’ Medici.
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4d.2 Renaissance Italy
4d.2.1 Inspiring the Renaissance
During the 1300s Europeans became interested in all forms of inquiry, exploration and creativity.  Historians 
call this period the Renaissance, meaning ‘rebirth’. It began in Italy c.1350 and lasted until c.1550 CE. 
While the Renaissance spirit of inquiry spread throughout Europe, its centre was Florence and the 
Italian states.

Italy was a wealthy trading nation, at the crossroads of trade routes linking Europe, Asia and the Middle 
East. Through the ports of Genoa, Pisa and Venice, it received knowledge and cultural influences from all 
three of these areas.

Trade, cultural exchanges and war gave western European scholars access to Islamic libraries, to the 
knowledge of Muslim mathematicians, scientists and philosophers, and to works from ancient Greek 
 philosophers and mathematicians.

Italian architects and sculptors gained inspiration from the ancient Roman buildings and sculptures. 
Greek scholars who moved to Italy from the thirteenth century onwards brought with them knowledge of 
ancient Greek civilisation, texts from classical Greek literature and ancient Roman law.

A new period of peace and prosperity brought about a desire to impress. Between c.1100 and c.1200, 
large numbers of people began to live in cities, where they found it easier to share, exchange and be influ-
enced by new ideas.

The Black Death (c.1347–51) killed up to two-thirds of Florence’s population (see topic 6b). Many sur-
vivors began to focus more on the ‘here and now’ than on the next life. Others commissioned religious 
paintings and sculptures to honour the God they believed had spared them.

Wealthy merchants in cities such as Venice and Florence had the money and the desire to invest in art 
and learning rather than weapons and armies. Italian city-states competed with one another to show off 
their cultural achievements. They created an intellectual environment in which new ideas could flourish. 
Trade, the growth of universities and the invention of the printing press (c.1440) stimulated this spirit 
of inquiry.

4d.2.2 The Italian states
In the early 1300s, Italy was divided into as many as 30 different states, whose borders changed as a result 
of marriage, political agreements and battles won or lost. Its people lived under different types of govern-
ments and gave their loyalties to their region or city (e.g. Florence).

States included powerful ones like the Kingdoms of Naples and Sicily, the Papal States (those ruled by 
the Pope), the city-states (states made up of a city and its surrounding area) of Florence, Milan and Venice 
and less influential states like those of Lucca and Mantua. In Renaissance times, the islands of Sicily, 
 Sardinia, Elba and Corsica were also within the Italian states.

States were business and political rivals. They welcomed opportunities to show their superiority to one 
another in wealth and culture, as well as in warfare.

4d.2.3 Geography
The Italian states had clearly defined borders — the Alps in the north, the Adriatic Sea to the east, the 
Tyrrhenian Sea to the west and the Ionian Sea to the south. They were a mixture of rugged mountains and 
plains, with the main geographical features being:
 • the Alps with lakes at their lower levels
 • the Apennine Mountains running down the centre with good summer pasture land
 • the hills and valleys of Tuscany and Umbria, where farmers cultivated vines, grains and olives
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 •   a large plain of rich, well-watered agricultural land in the Po River Valley, known for its orchards, 
 vineyards, pastures, meadows and gardens  

 •   more than ten rivers  
 •   marshlands in some coastal areas  
 •   volcanos along the south-west coast and in the islands offshore  
 •   dry land in the south-east suitable only for winter pasture.   

 The south was largely rural, poor and suffering the negative effects of deforestation and soil erosion. By 
contrast, the north was densely settled, with good agriculture and a number of towns and cities. Overall, 
about 25 per cent of people lived in cities or large towns; while country dwellers lived in small hilltop 
 villages, away from their fi elds and often surrounded by a protective wall.   

    SOURCE 1  Map showing the Italian states c.1494 
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 4d.2.4 Society 
 Unlike elsewhere in Europe, bankers and merchants, as well as the noble families who had held power for 
generations, were at the top of the social scale. Then came artisans (skilled craftsmen) and  guild  members 
along with people from the lower levels of banking and trade; then minor merchants and tradespeople and 
fi nally the poor, who made up about 25 per cent of the population. Lower still, slaves worked as domestic 
servants. 

 The Renaissance centred on city life. For the majority of people living in the countryside, life was much 
the same. There was great inequality between the extraordinary wealth of those who funded and  participated 
in the Renaissance and the poverty of those whose lack of education and skills excluded them from such 
participation. The Renaissance had little impact on the unskilled and unemployed workers who made up 
most of the city’s society. 
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 At the same time, workers at the lower levels of society were slowly gaining bargaining power to improve 
their situation in life. After the Black Death c.1347–1351, workers were fewer in number and so could 
demand higher wages. They could also see, from the example of upper-class merchants, that it was possible 
for them to rise higher in society. In 1378, workers in Florence seized power in the Revolt of the Ciompi 
and ruled there for four years. 

 4d.2.5 Renaissance Florence 
 The Renaissance began in Italy in the mid fourteenth century and affected most of Europe at some time 
during the following two centuries. It had its greatest effect in northern and central Italy, especially in the 
city of Florence. 

 Florence’s location on the River Arno gave it access to water for industry and to river transport, which 
linked the city to imports and exports by sea. In the mid fourteenth century, it had a population of up to 
100 000 people and its wealthy inhabitants created an economy based on their success in the wool trade and 
in banking. Merchants used its gold coin, the fl orin, in trade all over Europe. 

 In other areas of Europe, wealth mainly came from the land and farming. In Florence, the leading mer-
chants were as wealthy and powerful as members of the landed nobility. Many middle-class citizens were 
wealthy patrons of all forms of artistic endeavour. They were keen to show off their success by employing 
experts to design and decorate their homes, paint their portraits, create sculptures and build churches to 
adorn their city.     

    SOURCE 2  An illustration from the fi fteenth-century manuscript 
 De Sphera , showing the craftspeople of Florence at work 
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SOURCE 3 Timeline showing key dates and events for Renaissance Italy

1341
Petrarch becomes poet laureate,
symbol of the start of the Italian
Renaissance

1401
Ghiberti wins the competition
to design the doors of
Florence’s Baptistry

1435
Completion of Donatello’s David

1440
Gutenberg invents printing
from movable type

1453
Greek migrants bring ancient art
and literary works from Constantinople

1485
Botticelli paints The Birth of Venus

1486
Pico della Mirandola publishes his
900 theses

1487
Diaz sails around Cape of Good Hope

1495–1497
Leonardo da Vinci paints The Last
Supper

1508–1512
Michelangelo paints ceiling of Sistine
Chapel in Rome

1513
Publication of Macchiavelli’s The
Prince

1517
Luther publicises his criticisms
of the Catholic Church

Raphael paints The Transfiguration

1315

1350

1400

1450

1500

1550

1600

1650

CECE

CECE

1633
Galileo is taken before the

Inquisition in Rome

1543
Copernicus publishes

heliocentric theory

1503
Pope Julius II introduces Church
reforms and commissions great
building and artistic projects for

Rome

Leonardo da Vinci paints
the Mona Lisa

1495
Savonarola is burned as a heretic

1485–1495
Tsar Ivan III brings Italian

architects to Moscow

1492
Pope Alexander VI begins period

of huge corruption within the
Catholic Church

Christopher Columbus reaches the
West Indies

1455
Gutenberg Bible published

1469
Lorenzo de’ Medici takes

power in Florence

1438–1445
Fra Angelico paints San

Marco Monastery, Florence

1420
Brunelleschi designs dome

of Florence Cathedral

1378
Ciompi Revolt in Florence
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 4d.2 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note:  Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check knowledge and understanding 
1.    Defi ne the term  Renaissance .  
2.   Create a mind map to record the main factors that inspired the development of the Renaissance.  
3.   What were the main features of Italy’s states?  
4.   What advantages did people in northern Italy have over those who lived in the south?  
5.   Explain how and why Italy and Florence were important in the Renaissance era.   

 Florence was beginning its ‘golden age’. It was at the centre of the Renaissance, and by the late 1300s 
had become the cultural and intellectual centre of Europe. In the period c.1350–1550, its inhabitants 
included leaders in Renaissance architecture, painting, prose and sculpture, as well as others who were 
drawn there to develop and perfect ideas that had originated elsewhere.     

    SOURCE 4  A section of a nineteenth-century copy of the  Pianta della Cantana , a c.1470 woodcut showing 
Florence at the height of the Renaissance period 

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the following resources and 
auto-marked questions:

 �     Renaissance Italy   
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4d.3 Work and wealth
4d.3.1 The guilds
By the 1400s, the northern Italian states had become wealthy through banking, trade and manufacturing. 
Workers formed guilds to ensure the quality of their members’ work and protect the price they would 
charge for it. Merchants organised the purchase and transport of highly prized goods both within Italy and 
throughout Europe to the Middle East. Some merchants established banks that lent money and changed it 
from one currency to another.

Guilds protected their members and enforced the rights attached to different levels of membership, espe-
cially those of the masters who had the highest status. Guilds themselves had higher or lower status 
depending on how important their members were to the city’s economy. Merchant guilds had high status 
and usually benefited from the protection of the city’s government (in which some merchants had key 
roles). Artisans’ guilds had low status.

4d.3.2 Banking
Trade created a need for banks, and Italian cities established them long before other European cities. 
Renaissance Italy’s banking and merchant services were among Europe’s most sophisticated. By the late 
1330s, Florence had as many as 80 banking companies, of whom the Bardi, the Perruzzi and the Acciaiuoli 
(pronunced Ah-chee-oo-oh-li) were the most important.

With branches from the Middle East to western Europe, merchants saw banking as a new and potentially 
very lucrative business opportunity. They lent money to businesses and to governments, and funded 
many  of  the projects of Renaissance rulers. When these three banks failed in 1345 — largely because 
of  risky banking practices — a new family, the Medici (see section 4d.5), became the main Italian 
banking house.

4d.3.3 The wool industry
While 75 per cent of people in the Italian states still worked in agriculture, others were earning a living in 
the wool industry. Thirty per cent of Florence’s population of 100 000 earned their living this way, either in 
factories or individually in their own homes.

Florentine merchants developed the international wool trade. They purchased top quality English and 
Spanish fabric and sold it at a profit to wealthy European clients. They also bought high quality untreated 
wool and, with dyes purchased in the east, used this to manufacture the fine woollen fabric that Europeans 
wanted for clothing.

Develop source skills
6. Use SOURCE 1 to identify which states were:

(a) republics
(b) duchies (ruled by a duke)
(c) kingdoms
(d) ruled by a marquis.

7. How might SOURCE 2 be useful to a historian investigating life in Renaissance Florence?
8. Use SOURCE 3 to identify events related to art, religion and voyages of discovery.
9. Use SOURCE 4 to locate these famous features of fifteenth-century Florence:

(a) the Arno River and its bridges (one is the Ponte Vecchio, an enclosed bridge)
(b) the cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore with its massive dome
(c) San Lorenzo, the parish church of the Medici family with its smaller dome
(d) the stone walls surrounding the city (torn down in the nineteenth century)
(e) the name the mapmaker uses for the city of Florence.
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SOURCE 1 A twenty-first-century artist’s drawing showing the processes in a Florentine wool factory c.1400

Women spin
wool into yarn
and wind it
onto skeins.

Wool is carded (brushed),
disentangled and combed.

Untreated wool is
delivered to begin the
finishing process.

Wool is placed
in baths to
cleanse it of
impurities.

Wool is
beaten
on low
wicker
racks to
stretch it
before it
is bathed
again.

Thread is
unwound
from
skeins
onto
bobbins.

Bolts of
fabrics are
stamped
with the city’s
name as a
sign of their
quality and
authenticity.

Cloth is dyed, with each dyer specialising in
one colour only.Men weave yarn using a vertical loom, which lifts all the threads in

one go and so makes it possible to produce cloth on a large scale.

Luca Pacioli (c.1446–1517)
Increased trade required specialised skills in 
 bargaining, organising ships’ cargoes and developing 
systems for recording their business  dealings. In 1494, 
Italian mathematician Luca Pacioli’s book Summa de 
arithmetica, geometria, proportioni et proportionalita 
(Everything about  arithmetic, geometry and 
proportion) described the idea of double-entry book-
keeping, the accounting system used by Venetian 
 merchants.

Under this system, merchants balanced their books 
by recording credits in one book and debits in another 
and ensuring that both books had the same balance. 
Pacioli’s detailed instructions on book-keeping tech-
niques provided guidelines that remained in use for 
over 400 years.

SOURCE 2 Jacopo de Barberi’s portrait of Luca 
Pacioli c.1499, with his student, the Duke of Urbino. 
His book Summa de arithmetica,  geometria, 
 proportioni et proportionalita was one of the earliest 
works published on the Gutenberg press.

In the late thirteenth century, after learning the Chinese techniques for raising silkworms, Italian cloth man-
ufacturers also began to dominate European trade in silk, a luxurious and much sought after product.
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4d.3.4 The Renaissance court
The cultural life of Renaissance Italy inspired people and enabled them to show off. Being a patron of the 
arts and learning about and investing in architects, painters, sculptors and craftspeople was a way in which 
a Renaissance ruler could show that he (and occasionally she) was a person of virtue and culture. People 
who held or wanted power competed with one another in their expenditure on grand architecture, paintings, 
sculpture, fine clothes, furnishings and interior décor.

The Renaissance court was the centre of a community’s political, cultural, religious, economic and 
artistic life. The extent of its wealth and extravagance indicated the power of the ruler who presided over it. 
The court was where things happened. Being part of court life was how people could gain power and, 
therefore, increased wealth.

4d.3 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. What were the main sources of wealth in northern Italy c.1400?
2. List the activities in which merchants involved themselves.
3. Identify one similarity and one difference among guilds.
4. Describe the importance of:

(a) the wool trade
(b) Luca Pacioli
(c) the Renaissance court.

Develop source skills
5. Use SOURCE 1 to identify the different types of work within a Florentine wool factory.

4d.4 Florence: rulers and ruled
4d.4.1 Forms of government
Italy’s states had a variety of different forms of government. Naples was a monarchy: the Pope (often from 
a noble family who used the papacy to increase its power and influence) controlled the Papal States, a duke 
ruled Milan, and Florence and Venice were republics — in theory ruled by their senates, and in reality ruled 
by a small group of wealthy and powerful men.

Italian cities had freedoms that cities elsewhere in Europe did not possess. Other European cities had to 
buy their freedom from a king or local lord, who still controlled the surrounding countryside. Italian cities 
were free of the control of a lord and, with their wealth from trade and banking, were strong enough to 
extend their influence into the lands surrounding them.

Florence, Milan and Venice were powerful and wealthy city-states, whose inhabitants took pride in 
saying that they were a Florentine, a Milanese or a Venetian. Their money came from banking and trade, 
not from farming. Their rulers created magnificent courts that served as the centre of artistic life, as well as 
of government, power and influence.

The importance of trade in early Renaissance Italy led to the increasing importance of cities and the 
wealth they created. Feudalism — a system of organising a society by providing land in return for loyalty 
and work — was weakening. Landowners were becoming poor compared to merchants.
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Florence was one of up to 14 Italian city-states and kingdoms, each with its own government and ruler. 
Some of the rulers of the Italian city-states were men whose wealth came from their success in trade and 
banking. Although they sought the power and prestige of feudal leaders, they wanted government free of 
feudal control. Some, like Florence, tried government in the form of a republic.

The Florentine republic
Under the Florentine republic, the Signoria, a nine-man council, governed the city. Only guild members 
could serve on the Signoria and they served for only two months at a time.

Nobles were banned from holding positions of power, as were the Minuto Popolo (the small ones), the 
skilled and unskilled workers who made up the majority of the population. Those were denied the right to 
form guilds and, in order to hold office, you had to be a guild member.

Historians provide different accounts of exactly how people gained a position on the Signoria. In general, 
the process seems to have worked as follows.

Every five years, election secretaries called accoppiatori decided on the names of the guild members 
who could be chosen to serve on the Signoria. They had to be men, over the age of 30 and members of 
one  of  Florence’s seven major guilds, five intermediate guilds (Arti mediane) or its nine minor guilds 
(Arti  minore). These names were kept in a number of special leather purses (borse) at the Church of 
Santa Croce.

SOURCE 1 The Palazzo della Signoria, now known as the Palazzo 
Vecchio, c.2008. In Renaissance times, members of the Signoria 
lived within the Palazzo for the two months they held office.

RETROFILE
The seven major guilds in order of their foundation dates were: the Arti de Calimala (wool workers and cloth 
merchants), Arti della Lana (wool merchants), Arte dei Giudici e Notai (judges, lawyers and notaries), Arte del 
Cambio (bankers), Arte della Seta (silk weavers and bronze sculptors), Arte dei Medici e Speziali (pharmacists, 
physicians, spice merchants and painters) and Arte dei Vaiai e Pellicciai (furriers).
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The voting process
Every two months, the accoppiatori drew names from the borse until they had eight men eligible to serve. 
Six had to come from a major guild and two from one of the other guilds. They eliminated anyone who 
was in debt; who had already served in the three previous years; who was a relative of someone already 
chosen or who had served in the previous 12 months.

The ninth member of the Signoria became the Gonfaloniere, the leader of the Signoria. Some historians 
say that this position was decided by voting; others that it was decided by choosing a name from the borse. 
As this position usually went to a member of one of Florence’s most important families, decision by voting 
seems more likely.

In reality, one family — the Medici — played such a dominant role in the Signoria that it held power in 
Florence for lengthy periods for over 300 years.

SOURCE 2 An extract from Christopher Hibbert’s The Rise and Fall of the House of Medici, written in 1974, 
in which the author describes government in Renaissance Florence

Florence certainly seemed fortunate to enjoy so commendably stable and democratic a government. But in 
practice the government was not democratic at all. Not only were the ordinary workers, the Minuto Popolo, 
successfully excluded from it; not only were the nobles, the Grandi, similarly denied representation in the 
councils of the Republic; but the whole process of election to those councils was controlled by a few of the 
richest merchant families who contrived to ensure that only the names of reliable supporters found their way 
into the borse … in fact, it was a government carried on mainly by the rich and almost exclusively in their 
interests.

4d.4 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. What was the Signoria? Explain who had most power within it.
2. List three characteristics that would exclude someone from membership of the Signoria. Why do you think 

the Signoria did not accept these characteristics?
3. What changes would have been needed for Florence’s republic to have given greater participation  

to the people?

Develop source skills
4. Identify three reasons provided by the author of SOURCE 2 that support his view that the government of 

Florence ‘was not democratic at all’.

Niccolò Machiavelli
Niccolò Machiavelli (1469–1527), a Renaissance musician, writer and diplomat, is best known for his book 
The Prince (1513), which he dedicated to Lorenzo de’ Medici (see section 4d.5). In The Prince,  Machiavelli 
advises rulers on how to stay in power. For this reason, it has become a classic for anyone seeking to 
advance their own interests in the world of politics.

While he states that the best method is to rule well, people remember him more for his descriptions of 
often ruthless methods for gaining favour. Our word Machiavellian, used to describe someone who is 
scheming and ruthless, refers to Machiavelli.
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  4d.5   The Medici  
 4d.5.1 The Medici family 
 The Medici were a wealthy Florentine banking and business family, 
who became increasingly powerful from the fourteenth to sixteenth 
centuries. Members of the Medici family also played important roles 
in government, politics and the Catholic Church, with four of the 
Medici gaining the position of Pope. They were part of the elite of 
Florentine society and also of the world beyond. Through marriage 
and business dealings, they grew to become well connected to the 
other key families of their time and also to gain many enemies.   

 4d.5.2 Origins and success 
 Historians have traced the Medici family back to the twelfth century 
in the Mugello, a farming area to the north-east of Florence. By the 
thirteenth century, the family had moved to  Florence and become 
wealthy through its involvement in the wool industry. In mid 1378, 
Salvestro de’ Medici (c.1331–1388) gained respect from many 
 Florentines when he supported the ordinary people in the famous 
Ciompi Revolt (see  section 4d.2 ). 

 Banking 
 Salvestro’s cousin, Giovanni di Bicci de’ Medici (1360–1429), founded the Medici bank. People consider 
Giovanni to be the real founder of the Medici dynasty (family of rulers) as his son Cosimo de’ Medici and 
his great-grandson Lorenzo de’ Medici were two of its most important members. 

 Giovanni’s main interest was banking. He established branches of the Medici bank in the northern Italian 
states and throughout Europe. By developing good relations with the popes, he gained a lot of Church 
 business and commercial opportunities. By the mid fourteenth century, the Medici had Europe’s largest 
banking business. 

 4d.5.3 Political and cultural leaders 
 By the beginning of the fourteenth century, the Medici were becoming a powerful force in politics and also 
as patrons of the arts. They commissioned works from many of the most signifi cant artists, sculptors and 
architects of the Renaissance era. These included both public works (which demonstrated loyalty to Flor-
ence’s republican government) and private works (which enhanced the image of the Medici as men of 
learning and culture). 

 Cosimo il Vecchio (1389–1464) was the fi rst Medici to play a really important role in Florentine political 
and cultural life. Even though Cosimo was never voted into power, he enjoyed great support from the 
people of Florence. As a result, he virtually ruled Florence from 1434 until his death in 1464, when his son, 
Piero, succeeded him. 

 Cosimo made large donations to charities, imported ancient Greek works from overseas and acted as 
patron to key Renaissance fi gures such as Brunelleschi and Donatello. His son, Piero (1416–1469) had 
poor health, ruled for only a short time, and did little to advance the Medicis’ power. 

 Lorenzo de’ Medici (1449–1492) 
 The most famous of the Medici was Cosimo’s grandson, Lorenzo de’ Medici, known as  Il Magnifi co  (the 
Magnifi cent). He played an infl uential role on Florence’s governing council, the Signoria, and carried on 
Medici rule of Florence for 20 years. Florence enjoyed a lengthy period of peace and prosperity under the 
leadership and patronage of these men. 

    SOURCE 1  Image c.1890, showing 
the Medici coat of arms as it was at 
the time of Lorenzo de’ Medici. It 
shows fi ve red balls and a blue ball 
with the lily symbol of Florence. 
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A Renaissance man
Lorenzo de’ Medici represented the spirit of the times. He was interested not just in money but also in gov-
ernment, literature, art, music, science and philosophy. He was a businessman, a poet, a songwriter and was 
also patron of Michelangelo and other artists. These broad interests were characteristic of the model 
‘Renaissance man’.

RETROFILE
On Easter Sunday 1478, in Florence Cathedral, members of the Pazzi, a rival Florentine banking family, attacked 
Lorenzo de’ Medici and his brother and co-ruler Giuliano. Lorenzo survived a stab wound and Giuliano died. 
The Archbishop of Pisa and Pope Sixtus IV backed the Pazzi family’s actions in the hope that the Pope’s 
nephew, Girolamo Riario, would replace the Medici as leader of Florence. The Pazzi plans failed and the 
Medici hunted down and killed those involved.

Later Medici
After a number of unsuccessful rulers following Il Magnifico, Cosimo de’ Medici (1519–1574) brought the 
family back to prominence as Cosimo I, the Grand Duke of Tuscany. He was a powerful and ruthless ruler. 
At the same time, he promoted both culture and the economy and established the Uffizi (a new office 
building for his government), which included within it a small art gallery, that has today grown into the 
much larger Uffizi art museum. Both Cosimo I’s sons succeeded him — firstly, Francesco (1541–1587) and 
then Ferdinando (1549–1609).

Ferdinando tried to improve Tuscany’s economy through road building and drainage projects, assistance to 
the silk industry and trade initiatives. He was also a patron of the physicist Galileo Galilei (see section 4d.10).

The family’s power and influence continued into the eighteenth century, when Anna Maria Luisa, the last 
of the Medici, left the family’s vast art collection to the city of Florence.

4d.5.3 Skill builder: locating 
 information in a source
To understand a source, you need to use the information 
available in the source itself and in its caption (if it has one). 
The caption for SOURCE 2 provides information on the name of 
the artist, the subject of his painting and the century in which he 
created it. At the top of the painting, the artist has written 
the Latin words for the name of his subject — Lavrentivs 
Medices — and with the words Petri Filivs he has told us that 
this man is the son of Peter (Piero). Bronzino’s painting could 
also provide information on the appearance of Lorenzo de’ 
Medici, men’s fashions at the time and the artist’s attitude 
towards the man he painted. Here the artist has presented 
Lorenzo de’ Medici in a serious pose, designed to create a 
particular image of him.

SOURCE 2 Portrait of Lorenzo de’ 
Medici by Agnolo de Cosimo, known as 
Il Bronzino (1503–1572)
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4d.5 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. How did the Medici gain power and influence?
2. In what ways did the Medici contribute to the Renaissance?
3. Explain who Lorenzo de’ Medici was and why people think of him as a ‘Renaissance man’.

Develop source skills
4. Use SOURCE 2 to answer the following questions.

(a) Lorenzo the Magnificent died before the artist Bronzino was born. What would you need to check before 
accepting SOURCE 2 as a reliable source of information on Lorenzo’s appearance?

(b) What image of Lorenzo de’ Medici do you think Bronzino wanted to convey in this portrait of him?

4d.6 Humanist thinking
4d.6.1 Humanism
The Renaissance took place at a time when the Catholic Church had great power over how western 
 Europeans lived their lives. Its leaders told people what to believe about God and the world around them. 
People were reluctant to investigate ideas new or different as the Pope, head of the Church, could 
 excommunicate people who disobeyed its teachings. Priests taught that this would mean going to hell 
when they died.

The Renaissance era changed this. It brought forth many criticisms of the Catholic Church and also dif-
ferent ways of thinking about people’s relationship with God and Christian teachings.

Renaissance scholars translated manuscripts from the ancient world, opening up new areas of thought 
about politics, religion, science and art. This was the beginning of humanism.

Humanism began in late fourteenth-century Florence. Humanists studied the writings of the ancient 
Greeks and Romans. They found inspiration in Greek and Roman ideas about the beauty of the mind, body 
and spirit, and the ability of humans to create beauty. They shared the ancients’ interests in questions about:
 • what humans and their world were really like
 • why people acted in certain ways.

As TABLE 1 shows, humanists looked at the world in a new way. They refused to accept that only the 
Catholic Church could provide the guidelines on how to live a worthwhile life.

Humanists did not necessarily reject God, but did accept viewpoints and outlooks that differed from 
those of the Catholic Church. They also encouraged learning about different religious beliefs.

Catholic values Humanism

• emphasised the sinfulness of humans
• encouraged people to spend their time preparing 

for eternity
• expected people to follow, without question, its 

interpretations on religion and also on science, 
medicine and astronomy.

• valued humans as individuals who could create 
beauty and contribute intellectually to their 
communities

• encouraged people to think about what they could 
achieve in this world

• encouraged people to make up their own minds about 
the sciences and the ideas of other cultures and 
civilisations.

TABLE 1 Catholic values versus humanist values
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Pico della Mirandola (1463–1494)
Pico della Mirandola was a key humanist. In 1486, he published 900 theses (ideas someone can support 
though argument) exploring humans’ relationship with God. The introduction, entitled An Oration on the 
Dignity of Man, is one of the leading works of humanist teaching. In it, Pico says that God created humans 
and gave them the potential to achieve great things. He also said it was up to them to decide how they 
would use their talents.

He called scholars from all over Europe to come to Rome and debate his ideas. Pope Innocent VIII 
banned the meeting and established a commission to investigate Pico’s work, which he called ‘in part 
heretical’. Pico left for France in 1488 and was able to return only after Lorenzo de’ Medici intervened 
with the Pope and organised for Pico to live under his protection in Florence.

SOURCE 2 An extract from Pico della Mirandola’s An Oration on the Dignity of Man (1486)

Considering . . . that we can become whatever we choose to become . . . we must take earnest care about this. 
So that it will never be said to our  disadvantage that we were born to a privileged position but failed to realize it 
and became animals and senseless beasts . . . Above all, we should not make that freedom of choice God gave 
us into something harmful, for it was intended to be our advantage . . . let us not be content with mediocrity, but 
rather strive after the highest and expend all our strength in achieving it.

SOURCE 1 A scene from a Greco-Roman fresco painted in the first century, showing 
the dance of the Three Graces: Verdure, Gladness and Splendour. It is typical of the 
art that influenced the humanists (compare with SOURCES 1 and 2 in section 4d.7).
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Michelangelo Buonarroti
The humanists’ eagerness to explore new ideas affected literature, the arts and religion. Renaissance artist, 
sculptor and architect, Michelangelo Buonarroti, spent four years painting the ceiling of the Sistine 
chapel  — the Pope’s private chapel in Rome. The figures he painted illustrate the power and beauty of 
humankind. One section shows God giving life to Adam. It also represents humanist ideals about the 
 ‘awakening’ of individual human beings.

4d.6 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. Identify the main values and beliefs of Renaissance humanism.
2. Explain why the Catholic Church would have felt threatened by humanism.

SOURCE 3 A section of Michelangelo’s work on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in Rome

The printing press
In c.1440, German printer Johannes Gutenberg (c.1400–1468) invented a printing press that used movable 
metal type. This was a huge improvement on other attempts at printing. It was easier, quicker and cheaper 
than the slow, costly and labour-intensive process of copying manuscripts by hand. Printers began to print 
works in people’s native languages rather than the Church language, Latin. These changes helped to spread 
the new ideas of humanist-inspired learning. By 1451, there were 15 to 20 million copies of individual 
books in Europe.

Italian printer Aldus Manutius (1450–1515) founded the Aldine Press in Venice and also invented italic 
type. He created small, inexpensive books that people could carry in their pockets.
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SOURCE 1 An illustration from a medieval 
 manuscript depicting the Three Graces

SOURCE 2 A detail showing the Three Graces 
from Sandro Botticelli’s famous Renaissance 
painting Primavera, c.1482. It is now in the 
Uffizi Gallery in Florence.

4d.7 Art and architecture
4d.7.1 Renaissance art
One of the most important features of the Renaissance was a revolutionary change in art, with artists cre-
ating works that were markedly different in style from previous medieval artwork. TABLE 2 below shows 
some of these differences.

Develop source skills
3. According to SOURCE 2:

(a) what choice do humans have?
(b) what responsibility does this give them?
(c) what should they strive for?

4. How does SOURCE 3 show that Michelangelo was influenced by humanist values, while still expressing the 
beliefs of the Catholic Church?

Medieval art Renaissance art

• Figures appeared stiff and flat.
• Artists focused mainly on spiritual and religious 

themes.
• Artists used signs and symbols to convey meaning 

rather than portraying real life.

• Figures looked life-like and natural.
• Artists also became interested in nature and in plants, 

animals and landscapes.
• Artists began to paint people within realistic scenes 

and situations.

TABLE 2 Medieval art versus Renaissance art

Renaissance artists experimented with style, technique, light, shade, colour and subject matter. They 
aimed to produce works that showed the world as it really looked. SOURCES 1 and 2 show examples of how 
medieval and Renaissance artists depicted the Three Graces — goddesses who represented grace and 
beauty in ancient Greek and Roman myths.
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 4d.7.2 Using perspective 
 Renaissance artists showed space and distance realistically. They made fi gures in the foreground appear 
larger than those in the background, just as in reality. They tried to give their artworks a sense of 
  perspective  — showing three dimensions on a fl at surface so that objects look realistic in size, proportion 
and position. In their preparatory sketches, artists used the idea of a  vanishing point  to help achieve a real-
istic impression of space and distance (see  SOURCES 3  and  4 ). 

 4d.7.3 Anatomy and corpses 
 Renaissance artists aimed to make their fi gures look life-like and natural, not stiff and fl at. Two things 
helped them do this. 
1.    They studied  anatomy  — the structure and workings of the different parts of the body — to learn 

how the body worked and moved; they used live models for the fi gures in their paintings. Florentine 
artist Antonio Pollaiuolo (c.1429–1498) was probably the fi rst artist to dissect human corpses to study 
anatomy. Leonardo da Vinci also learned in this way.  

2.   They noticed how parts of the body and clothing actually looked in different positions and under 
different lighting.     

    SOURCE 3   The School of Athens , c.1510, a fresco by 
Raphael (1483–1520) showing the great men of ancient 
Athens and those of the Renaissance 

    SOURCE 4  A simplifi ed sketch of  SOURCE 3 , 
showing how Raphael used perspective and 
the idea of a vanishing point to give a three- 
dimensional effect to his work 

 4d.7.4 Subject matter 
 Artists still painted religious themes and, in doing so, tried to make people, objects and backgrounds more 
realistic. Their interest in the natural world was typical of the Renaissance spirit of inquiry, and artists 
wanted to help people understand every aspect of the world around them.   

 Rich merchants, who along with the Catholic Church were the main purchasers of artworks, wanted the 
subject matter  they  preferred — something realistic in appearance, showing the beauty of the human form. 

 Artists also painted scenes from ancient Greek and ancient Roman legends and portraits of their patrons. 
Patrons expected artists to create works that showed that the patron was a humanist with a knowledge of 
the ancient world.   
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4d.7.5 Colour and materials
Renaissance painters used rich colour and shading to create 
contrast. They also experimented with different painting 
materials. Titian (1485–1576) used impasto — thick layers 
of opaque pigment topped by an oil glaze. Many artists 
painted frescoes — paintings on wet lime plaster. Unfortu-
nately, over time, frescoes deteriorated in the hot, moist, 
Italian climate and suffered from both cracking and flaking 
paint. Artists had more success when they began to use oil 
paints on canvas.

4d.7.6 The artist’s work and status
Artists gained new status in the Renaissance world as people 
realised that they were more than just skilled in a craft. Art-
ists began to sign their paintings and even include portraits 
of themselves in their works.

Cities competed to attract artists by promising them good 
salaries, and attractive living and working conditions. 
Patrons supported them and commissioned them to take on 
special tasks. Often this meant that the wise artist, seeking 
to flatter his patron’s ego, would paint the patron’s image or 
property in a painting that was about entirely different sub-
ject matter.

Gozzoli’s fresco The procession of the Magi (see the opening page of this chapter) contains his own por-
trait and those of at least seven members of the Medici family.

SOURCE 6 A photograph showing 
Michelangelo’s famous Pietà (meaning 
‘pity’). This marble sculpture depicts Mary 
holding Christ’s body after his crucifixion.

SOURCE 5 Leonardo da Vinci’s fresco The Last Supper (1495–98), located in the refectory of Milan’s convent of 
Santa Maria delle Grazie, part of a complex on UNESCO’s World Heritage list
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4d.7.7 Renaissance sculpture
Renaissance sculptors, inspired by the classical figures of ancient Greek and Roman statues, also wanted to 
portray  figures realistically. They began to follow the ancient practice of creating fully rounded figures 
rather than medieval style figures that emerged from a flat backdrop. Michelangelo’s Pietà (created 1499) 
and David (created 1504) are two of the greatest achievements of the Renaissance era.

4d.7.8 Renaissance architecture
Ancient Greek and Roman knowledge 
also inspired architects. The remains 
of ancient Roman buildings in the 
Italian cities and countryside became 
an easily available source of learning. 
Architects observed, took measure-
ments, investigated proportions and 
began to design similar buildings.

Their buildings included domes, 
columns and rounded arches in the 
classical style of ancient Rome. They 
found inspiration in De Architectura, 
written by ancient Roman architect 
Marcus Vitruvius (c.75–15 BCE) an 
important source of information on 
architecture and town planning. He 
liked symmetry in architecture and 
established rules for the mathematical 
proportions of buildings.

Encouraged by Vitruvius, Renais-
sance architects tried to create designs that followed the proportions of the ideal human body, which Vitru-
vius believed had the harmony that architects should strive to achieve in their buildings.

SOURCE 7 A copy of a drawing by Sienese sculptor and architect 
Francesco di Giorgio Martini (1439–1502) showing the upper 
section of a column designed around the proportions of a man’s 
head and chest.

SOURCE 8 Photograph showing the basilica of Santa Maria del Fiore with its dome, 
created by Brunelleschi, still the dominant feature of the city of Florence
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4d.8 Leonardo da Vinci
4d.8.1 In Verrochio’s studio
Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519) was a true ‘Renaissance man’ — someone interested and skilled in many 
forms of knowledge. He created some of the world’s most famous paintings and sculptures, and the nineteen 
notebooks he left behind show his interests in such varied subjects as anatomy, astronomy, biology, botany, 
engineering, geology, irrigation, mathematics and music. Leonardo once signed his name  ‘Leonardo da 
Vinci, disciple of experiment’. This sums up the Renaissance attitude of inquiry of which Leonardo was the 
shining example.

Born in the village of Vinci, Leonardo spent much of his early life as an apprentice in the Florence studio 
of sculptor and painter Andrea del Verrochio. While at the studio, he  created a drawing depicting the Vitru-
vian man — an image of the perfectly proportioned man that Marcus Vitruvius described, c.1 BCE, in his 
work De Architectura. Leonardo completed his apprenticeship and, in June 1472, he became a guild member.

Leonardo continued working in Verrochio’s studio and in about 1474 he contributed an angel to Verro-
chio’s Baptism of Christ. According to legend, Verrochio was so impressed by his student’s work that he 

Brunelleschi’s dome
Cities attempted to outdo one another in the magnificence of their buildings and in the talent of their archi-
tects. This was certainly the case with Florence’s big building project — the completion of the basilica of 
Santa Maria del Fiore.

By the beginning of the fifteenth century, at least nine architects had worked on the building, begun in 
1296 and still not finished. In 1419 the Arta della Lana (the Wool Guild of Florence) held a competition for 
the right to design the dome of the cathedral. Filippo Brunelleschi (1377–1446), supported by Cosimo de’ 
Medici, was the winner.

Brunelleschi was one of the first Florentine architects to revive ancient Roman architecture. The dome of 
Florence’s cathedral is his most famous work and one of the city’s most famous landmarks. Experts con-
sider it to be one of the greatest architectural achievements of the Renaissance era.

Brunelleschi constructed the dome between 1420 and 1434 and used a spiralling ‘herringbone’ pattern of 
brickwork. The fact that he did not require a central supporting scaffold for the dome was his most  important 
achievement. Architects used herringbone brickwork in a number of later Florentine buildings and this form of 
construction influenced the design of St Peter’s in Rome and many other domes throughout Europe.

4d.7 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every  question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. List the ways in which the Renaissance affected the work life of artists.
2. Explain why Renaissance artists wanted to study anatomy.
3. Identify two important sculptures by Michelangelo. Work out approximately how old he would have been 

when he created these works.
4. List three ways in which the Renaissance affected architecture.

Develop source skills
5. List one difference between medieval and Renaissance art shown in SOURCES 1 and 2.
6. What characteristic of the Renaissance can you recognise in the subject matter for SOURCE 3?
7. What type of artwork is shown in SOURCE 5 and what was the problem associated with this technique?
8. What do you think was Michelangelo’s purpose in creating the sculpture shown in SOURCE 6?
9. Explain how SOURCES 7 and 8 would be useful to an historian studying Renaissance architecture.
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SOURCE 1 A painting that many experts believe to 
be a self-portrait of Leonardo da Vinci from c.1505

SOURCE 2 Leonardo’s interpretation of the 
Vitruvian man described in Marcus Vitruvius’ 
De Architectura

gave up painting himself! Whether or not this story is true, by about 1476 Leonardo was beginning to 
accept commissions and go into business for himself.

Leonardo had a varied career and was always restless to try something new. During his time in Florence, 
he painted portraits and religious paintings, including the portrait of Ginerva de’ Benci (c.1474) and The 
Benois Madonna (c.1478). He began and did not finish The Adoration of the Magi (1481) and another 
unfinished painting, St Jerome (c.1481).

4d.8.2 In Milan
In the early 1480s, Leonardo began working for Ludovico Sforza, the Duke of Milan. His tasks here were 
very different and included:
 • designing a drainage system for the Duke’s bathrooms
 • devising a central heating system for the Duke’s home
 • acting as ‘events manager’ for the Duke’s parties including the celebration of the Duke’s marriage to 

Beatrice d’Este in 1491
 • designing techniques and machines for boring holes, making files, grinding and polishing lenses, lifting 

objects, raising water and roasting animals on a spit.
Towards the end of his time in the Duke’s service, Leonardo worked on The Last Supper on a wall in the 

refectory of the Santa Maria delle Grazie monastery in Milan (see section 4d.7). This was a mural he exper-
imented with by painting on dry plaster. The technique was not successful. While people still queue to see 
what remains of it, the painting has deteriorated significantly over the years and attempts to restore it have 
been largely unsuccessful.

One of Leonardo’s other artistic projects in Milan was the design of huge statue of a horse. By 1492, he 
had completed a life-sized clay model of the proposed work and started plans for it to be cast in bronze. In 
1494, Ludovico Sforza had to take back the huge quantity of bronze set aside for the statue and use it to 
make cannons for his war against France. In 1499 the French invaded Milan and succeeded in overthrowing 
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Ludovico, who became their prisoner. 
French soldiers used Leonardo’s clay model 
for target practice. 

 4d.8.3 In Venice, Florence 
and Rome 
 Leonardo moved on to Venice in about 1500 
and worked there as an engineer devising 
methods to protect the city from a naval 
attack. He tried to convince its council to pay 
him for his invention of a diving suit that 
would make it possible to send a group 
underwater to drill holes in the Turkish ships 
waiting to invade the city. It was a 
workable design and a concept way ahead of 
its time.   

 Leonardo also designed war machines, a 
hang-glider, a parachute, irrigation schemes 
and fl ying machines . . . and discovered why 
the sky is blue. He did not publish his note-
books and so few of these achievements 
gained recognition in his time. It was left for 
future generations to appreciate what he had 
known  long before those who have been 
credited with these  discoveries. 

 Leonardo spent large parts of the years 
1500 to 1515 in and around Florence and 
Rome. He was employed for his skills as an 
inventor and commissioned to work on a 
variety of artistic projects, including the 
 Mona Lisa .     

SOURCE 5 Photo showing hang-glider Judy Leeden fl ying the glider that Steve Roberts 
built in 2002 in  accordance with Leonardo da Vinci’s designs. It fl ew up to 10 metres above 
ground and its longest fl ight lasted 17 seconds.

    SOURCE 3  A picture showing one of the machines that 
Leonardo designed c.1485 

SOURCE 4 Photo of a model tank based on designs Leon-
ardo recorded in his notebooks. This model is now located at 
the Château du Clos Lucé at Amboise in France’s Loire Valley.
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4d.8.4 Dissecting corpses
Leonardo was determined to gain a better understanding of the 
workings of the human body. He spent many nights dissecting 
smelly and decaying corpses. What he observed led to his dis-
covery of hardening of the arteries as a cause of death among 
many older people and also linked this to what we now know as 
cholesterol. Leonardo also learned about the stages in the devel-
opment of a foetus and recorded these in a series of drawings. As 
a result of his understanding of how the body worked, Leonardo 
designed a robot, which has gone on to inspire people who have 
designed robots for the NASA space program.

4d.8.5 The Mona Lisa
Nowadays, Leonardo da Vinci is most famous for his painting 
of the Mona Lisa (c.1503–1506). It is believed to be a portrait 
of Lisa Gherardini, the wife of Francesco del Giocondo. The 
word ‘Mona’ is probably a short form of madonna, meaning 
‘my lady’.

Leonardo’s paintings reveal how he was at the forefront of 
new artistic techniques. They show his skilful use of perspective 
and the benefits of his careful studies of anatomy. People valued 
his realistic depiction of the human figure and the way in which 
his colours seemed to meld into one another, rather than having 
clearly defined separations, a technique known as sfumato.

Leonardo spent his final years in France at the court of 
Francis I. He died at Amboise, in the Loire Valley on 2 May 
1519. He is buried in its main chateau. Today, there are only 
about fifteen of Leonardo’s paintings still in existence.

RETROFILE
Leonardo wrote his notebooks 
in ‘mirror-writing’ – i.e. back to front. 
In 1994, Bill Gates paid US$30.8 
million dollars for the Codex Leicester, 
a collection of Leonardo’s writings 
and drawings on a range of 
 scientific topics.

SOURCE 6 Leonardo’s Mona Lisa, also 
known as La Giaconda. It is now the 
most popular exhibit in the Louvre 
Museum in Paris.

RETROFILE
• On 21 August 1911, museum employee Vincenzo Peruggia 

stole the Mona Lisa from the Louvre. No one noticed the 
theft until the following day. The painting was recovered in 
December 1913 after Peruggia attempted to sell it to an art 
dealer in Florence.

• Peruvian architect Lorenzo Piqueras spent seven years 
designing Mona Lisa’s current location, achieved in 2005 at a 
cost of US$6.1 million.

4d.8.6 Skill builder: understanding fact and opinion in 
 historical texts
Being able to tell the difference between a fact and someone’s personal opinion helps us to realise that we need 
to think about the information the person is giving us before we decide whether or not we agree with it. People 
are expressing an opinion when they:
• use words that express their feelings, judgments and beliefs
• use words to convince other people to agree with them
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• make statements that are not true all the time
• say or claim things that can’t be proven
• say something that not everyone would agree with.

The particular words a speaker or writer uses are also clues to when he/she is providing an opinion. When 
people say they ‘think’ or ‘believe’ something, we can tell that they are giving their opinion. Another signal is 
when people use emotive words or opinion adjectives such as ‘amazing’, ‘magnificent’ or ‘disgraceful’.

Giorgio Vasari’s description of Leonardo da Vinci (SOURCE 7) contains both fact and opinion. See if you can 
recognise which is which.

SOURCE 7 An extract from Life of Leonardo da Vinci by Giorgio Vasari, c.1550

The greatest gifts are often seen . . . united beyond measure in one single person . . . This was seen by all 
mankind in Leonardo da Vinci . . . and so great was his genius, and such its growth, that to whatever 
difficulties he turned his mind, he solved them with ease . . . in learning and in the rudiments of letters he 
would have made great proficience, if he had not been so variable and unstable, for he set himself to learn 
many things, and then, after having begun them, abandoned them . . .

And he practised not one branch of art only, but all those in which drawing played a part; and having an 
intellect so divine and marvellous that he was also an excellent geometrician, he not only worked in 
sculpture . . . but in architecture . . . and he was the first, although but a youth, who suggested the plan of 
reducing the river Arno to a navigable canal from Pisa to Florence. He made designs of flour-mills, 
 fulling-mills, and engines, which might be driven by the force of water; and since he wished that his 
profession should be painting, he studied much in drawing after nature . . . It is clear that Leonardo, 
through his comprehension of art, began many things and never finished one of them, since it seemed to 
him that the hand was not able to attain to the perfection of art in carrying out the things which he 
 imagined . . .

Extract from Lives of the Most Eminent Italian Architects, Painters, and Sculptors,  
c.1550, by Giorgio Vasari (1511–74), translated by Gaston Du C. De Vere,  

Philip Lee Warner, London, 1912–14, pp. 89–92 and 95–101.

4d.8 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. Imagine Leonardo da Vinci has employed you as his publicist. Write a ten-line description recommending 

him to a Renaissance prince as someone worth employing.

Develop source skills
2. Use SOURCE 1 to identify two characteristics of Renaissance painting.
3. Use SOURCE 7 to answer the following questions.

(a) Who is the author of this source?
(b) List three words or phrases that show how he felt about Leonardo.
(c) What do you think his purpose was in writing this?

4. What do you think Leonardo wanted to achieve with his design for the machine shown in SOURCE 3? What 
modern machine do you think inventors have developed from it? Give reasons for your answer.

5. How are SOURCES 4 and 5 useful to our understanding of Leonardo da Vinci and the Renaissance?
6. What characteristics of Leonardo’s art are shown in SOURCE 6?
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4d.9 Spread and legacy
4d.9.1 An Italian ‘export’
The Renaissance spread from Florence to the nearby cities of Siena and Lucca, and from there to Milan, 
Venice and Rome. By the mid fifteenth century, the influence of the Renaissance was spreading beyond 
Italy to other areas of Europe. Italy’s cities exported new ideas to the cities with whom they carried out 
business in wool, silk, tapestries, spices, silver, fine armour and, later, in printing, via the book trade cen-
tred on Venice.

Italy also ‘exported’ the Renaissance through:
 • artists, sculptors and architects who accepted commissions to work in other countries
 • cultural exchanges through trade networks. For example, Italian merchants living in northern European 

trading centres, such as Bruges and Antwerp, displayed Renaissance painting and sculpture in their 
homes; and merchants from those towns who lived in Florence and other Italian cities bought Renais-
sance-style paintings and sculptures to decorate their homes.

 • books, which, since the invention of Gutenberg’s printing press, were more easily available and therefore 
allowed the publication and spread of Renaissance ideas.
Throughout Europe, intellectuals adapted the Renaissance spirit to their own cultures and priorities. By 

the early sixteenth century, Germany, France, England, the Netherlands, Portugal, Hungary, Poland and 
Russia all had scholars and artists who were using its ideas. Factors that encouraged a changed social and 

SOURCE 1 A photo of Michelangelo’s 
Madonna and child, which he sold to 
Giovanni and Alessandro Moscheroni, 
two Italian cloth merchants living in 
Bruges in c.1504

SOURCE 2 A model of one of Gutenberg’s early (c.1440) 
printing presses
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intellectual climate to emerge in Italy were also important elsewhere in Europe — the weakened power of 
the feudal system and the Catholic Church and support from humanism’s emphaisis on individuality.

In all forms of artistic and intellectual expression, people beyond Italy began to explore, embrace and 
spread the ideas and values of the Renaissance. Its influence is evident in their writings, discussions, paint-
ings and architecture. Below are some examples of this.

4d.9.2 Humanism
Desiderius Erasmus (1466–1536)
Desiderius Erasmus, a leading humanist, was a priest and 
scholar from Rotterdam in the Netherlands. He became a 
humanist while studying at the University of Paris in the 1490s. 
His friendship with Italian poet and humanist Publio Fausto 
Andrelini, then a professor at the university, was also an impor-
tant influence on him.

Erasmus lived in Paris, Leuven, Basel, England and Italy as 
a student, a lecturer and a writer on religious and literary 
issues. He was critical of many of the Catholic Church’s 
 attitudes and actions, and hoped, through his writings and 
 discussions, to be able to reform the Church from within. 
Erasmus’ most famous work was The Praise of Folly, c.1509, 
in which he made fun of the Catholic Church and people’s 
willingness to believe in superstitions.

Erasmus was hugely influential in his time. He corresponded 
with hundreds of other intellectuals and, by c.1530, his books 
accounted for between 10 and 20 per cent of book sales.

Humanism and medicine
Europe’s medical profession still relied heavily on medical knowledge from Hippocrates (c.460–370 BCE) 
and Galen (c.129–200 CE). Its main medical textbook was based on a translation of part of one of Galen’s 
works. Galen gained his knowledge from treating the wounds of Roman fighters and his experiments with 
the bodies of pigs and apes. Without accurate knowledge of how the human body worked, it was hard to 
develop effective treatments.

Humanism gave doctors access to new ways of learning and brought about some great advances in med-
ical knowledge and methods. It led people to:
 • study medicine more scientifically
 • benefit from knowledge gained from translations of Arabic medical texts
 • question, and gradually reject, many medieval medical practices.

Dissection
Dissecting corpses could help doctors learn about the human body but it was difficult to get access to 
bodies. While some universities conducted autopsies, religious orders controlled and ran most hospitals. 
Until c.1500, the Catholic Church taught that the human body should not be cut up for any reason.

In 1531, Johannes Guinter, Professor of Medicine at the University of Paris, published Galen’s major 
work, On Anatomical Procedures, which had been unavailable in western Europe for over 1000 years.

Readers were amazed to read that Galen himself had wished he had been able to dissect human bodies 
because he believed that this was essential to understanding how they worked. Doctors began to dissect 
bodies with or without Church approval, although they tended to use the bodies of criminals or those whom 
the Church had labelled ‘sinners’.

SOURCE 3 Portrait of Desiderius 
Erasmus by Hans Holbein the Younger, 
c.1523
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Andreas Vesalius (1514–1564)
Andreas Vesalius, ‘the father of anatomy’, made one 
of the most significant contributions to the under-
standing of the human body. He dissected and con-
ducted scientific experiments on the bodies of people 
who had been hanged. Vesalius showed that much of 
what ancient doctors such as Galen had believed was 
incomplete or incorrect.

In 1543, Vesalius published De Humani Corporis 
Fabrica (Fabric of the human body), a book explaining 
his view of how the human body worked, including 
the structure of the heart and the positions of the 
veins. It provided detailed drawings of the different 
parts of the body and how they worked. His work 
showed the importance of scientific observation and 
the willingness to overturn old ideas when evidence 
showed them to be inaccurate.

Girolamo Fracastoro (1478–1553)
In 1546, Italian humanist and scientist Girolamo Fra-
castoro published De Contagione et Contagiosis 
Morbis (On contagion and contagious diseases). In it, 
he stated that each disease contained different tiny 
particles (germs), which could spread infection:
1. by direct contact
2. through infected clothing and bed linen
3. by indirect contact through the air.

Centuries later, Robert Koch (1843–1910) and Louis Pasteur (1822–1895) proved him correct.

Ambroise Paré (1509–1590)
French barber surgeon Ambroise Paré (the father of modern surgery) also rejected many of Galen’s ideas. 
Through experience gained on battlefields in the 1540s and 1550s, Paré developed new methods of treating 
war wounds and injuries. He cut down the death rate in amputations by tying off arteries and minimising 
blood loss.

4d.9.3 The English Renaissance
The term ‘English Renaissance’ describes new developments in England’s cultural life from c.1520 to 
c.1620. This was mainly the time when the Tudor family was ruling England. England’s Renaissance was 
at its height during the reign of Elizabeth I (1558–1603), England’s last Tudor monarch. Towards the end 
of this period, the English poet and dramatist William Shakespeare began to exert his influence.

William Shakespeare (1564–1616)
People have come to think of William Shakespeare as one of the greatest writers of all time. While we can 
see the ideas of Renaissance humanism in his writings — especially its emphasis on individual freedom 
and the expression of human qualities — we do not know if he had any personal knowledge of humanism 
or if he was purposely trying to include it in his work.

Shakespeare’s plays often criticise Christianity by showing Christian characters as hypocritical or cruel. 
In The Merchant of Venice, even though he depicts the character Shylock as scheming and dishonest, Shake-
speare emphasises people’s common humanity as Shylock responds to the anti-Jewish prejudice of others 
with the words ‘If you prick us, do we not bleed . . .?’

SOURCE 4 An illustration from  Vesalius’ 1543 
manuscript De Humani Corporis Fabrica, with its 
accurate depiction of the human skeleton
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Instead of being purely heroes or villains, Shake-
speare’s characters express their humanity, their human 
emotions and their human weaknesses. This was a major 
break from the writing of the past, in which playwrights 
did not show an understanding of what motivated humans 
to behave as they did.

Many of Shakespeare’s plays focus on a moral 
problem in everyday life that a human being is trying to 
resolve. His characters make decisions for human rea-
sons, not religious reasons. Polonius, in Shakespeare’s 
play Hamlet, expresses this with the words ‘to thine own 
self be true’.

Like the Italian writer Petrarch, Shakespeare liked to 
write fourteen-line poems called sonnets. His sonnets 
frequently focus on the individual and explore themes of 
love, beauty, youth and age.

4d.9.4 Design
With the end of the Hundred Years War (1337–1453), French architects began thinking about designs for 
châteaux (castles) that were more about beauty and comfort than self-defence. Inspired by the designs of 
Italian Renaissance architects such as Andrea Palladio (1505–1580) and Sebastiano Serlio (1475–c.1555), 
they began to include columns, large windows and symmetry into their designs.

Designers modelled gardens on those found in Roman and Florentine villas. These were symmetrical in 
design with features including statues, fountains, cascades of water, grottoes, canals, geometrical garden 
beds and plants cut into unusual shapes. These features all showcased the importance that Renaissance 
designers placed on proportion and balance. Many of the famous châteaux in France’s Loire Valley show 
the influence of this style.

SOURCE 5 Portrait of William  Shakespeare 
c.1598

SOURCE 6 Photo showing Catherine de’ Medici’s garden at Chenonceau. 
Catherine de’ Medici (1519–1585) was the daughter of Lorenzo II de’ Medici. 
As a result of her marriage to the future Henri II, she became queen of France.
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4d.9.5 The Age of 
 Exploration
The period from the mid fifteenth 
 century until the early seventeenth 
century is often called the Age of 
Exploration. It was a time when Euro-
pean explorers set out on voyages to 
search for lands and transport routes 
that had been previously unknown to 
them. This showed their commitment 
to the Renaissance desire to discover 
and learn about the unknown.

The Portuguese were the first, and 
not long after came the Spanish, and 
then the Dutch, the British and the 
French. They set out across the ‘green 
sea of darkness’ to discover and 
explore terra incognita, the unknown 
land in the Americas, which they came 
to call the New World.

4d.9 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. Identify the ways in which the Renaissance spread beyond Florence and the Italian states.
2. What feature of the Renaissance did Desiderius Erasmus adopt and what is the evidence for this?
3. Write a paragraph to explain how humanism influenced medical knowledge.
4. What examples of humanism are there in Shakespeare’s writings?
5. Provide one example of how the French used Renaissance ideas.
6. How did the Renaissance affect exploration?

Develop source skills
7. How are SOURCES 1 and 2 useful to our understanding of the Renaissance?
8. Identify one way SOURCE 4 could be useful for a historian studying Renasissance medical knowledge.
9. Use SOURCE 6 to identify some of the features of a Renaissance garden.

10. What kinds of information could historians learn from replicas such as that shown in SOURCE 7?

SOURCE 7 A replica of Christopher Columbus’s ship, the 
Santa Maria

4d.10 A scientific legacy
4d.10.1 A revolution of scientific thinking
At the beginning of the Renaissance, people still generally believed that the Earth was the centre of the 
universe and the sun, moon and planets revolved around it. This was the Ptolemaic system, described by 
the Greek astronomer Ptolemy in the second century CE.
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 Long before this, Greek astronomers and scientists had 
put forward the idea of a system with the sun at its centre. 
European scholars did not take this idea seriously. The 
Catholic Church backed the idea of an Earth-centred system 
and this dominated European thinking. Then in 1543, Nico-
laus Copernicus, a dying Polish astronomer, published a 
book suggesting that the idea of an Earth-centred system 
was incorrect. With his brave claim that the sun was at the 
centre of the universe, Copernicus began a revolution in 
scientifi c thinking.   

 Nicolaus Copernicus (1473–1543) 
 Nicolaus Copernicus was born into a wealthy merchant 
family in Torun, Poland, on 19 February 1473. He began 
studying Church law in 1491 at the University of Kracow, 
known for its teaching of mathematics and astronomy and 
for its humanist culture. He discovered mistakes in the 
system people were using to calculate the movements of 
the moon and other bodies in the heavens. After fi nishing 
his studies in 1495, Copernicus spent the next eight years 
studying astronomy and, to a lesser extent, law, at the universities of Bologna and Padua (both in Italy). 
From 1510 onwards, he worked as a Church offi cial while continuing his studies and experiments. 

 In 1515, he sent other astronomers a short report on his fi ndings and so began discussion of his ideas. By 
1532, Copernicus had completed the manuscript for his major work. He was reluctant to publish it. It was still 
dangerous to publicly state anything that went against the teachings of the Catholic Church. People who dis-
agreed with the views of the Catholic Church risked being put on trial for  heresy , excommunicated from the 
Church and effectively denied opportunities to have their views discussed. 

 In 1543, Copernicus fi nally published  De rev-
olutionibus orbium coelestium (On the revolu-
tion of heavenly spheres)  and dedicated it to 
Pope Paul  III. For the fi rst time in history, his 
book outlined the correct position of the sun 
among the planets — at their centre. Copernicus 
also claimed that, rather than being stationary, 
the Earth revolved around the sun in the course 
of a year while rotating once every 24 hours on 
its axis. In this new model, the Earth ‘moved’ 
and, rather than being in the centre, was the third 
planet away from the sun. Copernicus died not 
long after amid huge criticism of his ideas. It 
was to be almost a century later that his theory 
was proved correct.   

 Galileo Galilei (1564–1642) 
 In 1608, Hans Lippershey, a spectacle-maker in 
the Netherlands, produced Europe’s fi rst tele-
scope, one that could magnify things by three 
to four times. Other people very quickly pro-
duced new and improved versions of this. 

SOURCE 1 Portrait of Nicolaus  Copernicus, 
c.1580, artist unknown

SOURCE 2 Andreas Cellari’s seventeenth-century map 
of the heavens showing the Copernican system
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By late 1609, Galileo Galilei, Professor of 
Physics at Padua University, had developed a tele-
scope that could magnify objects by twenty times. 
It enabled him to observe the movements of the 
moon and the stars and to realise that the Ptole-
meic system could not possibly be accurate. From 
1610 onwards, he publicly supported the Coper-
nican system. Over time, his observations led him 
to be able to prove that Copernicus’s theory was 
correct. In 1632, he published his findings in Dia-
logo sopra i due massimi sistemi del mondo (A 
dialogue on the two principal systems of the 
world), which he dedicated to his patron, 
 Ferdinando II de’ Medici.

Galileo’s ongoing defence of the Copernican 
system challenged the authority of the Catholic 
Church. As a result, in 1633, Church authorities 
charged him with heresy, threatened him with tor-
ture, put him on trial, excommunicated him, 
banned publication of any of his books and kept 
him under virtual house arrest until his death in 
1642. The Church approved the publication of 
some of Galileo’s ideas in 1822, and in 1835 it removed his works from its list of banned publications. In 
1992, Pope John Paul II admitted that the Catholic Church had been wrong in its treatment of Galileo.

SOURCE 3 Giuseppe Bertini’s fresco, c.1858, entitled 
Galileo Galilei showing the Doge of Venice how to use 
the telescope

RETROFILE
Galileo originally had Pope Urban VIII’s support to write a book setting out the arguments for and against 
Copernicus’s ideas. He created two imaginary characters to present these arguments and a third who was 
supposed to be neutral. His book was their ‘dialogue’. Galileo could not resist making the character arguing for 
Copernicus sound intelligent and logical and the one arguing for the Ptolemeic system not sound very bright.

4d.10 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. Explain what is meant by the term ‘Ptolemaic system’.
2. Explain what Copernicus did that started people thinking about whether or not this system was accurate.
3. Identify the main features of Copernicus’s system.
4. Explain Galileo’s role in having Copernicus’s ideas accepted.
5. How did the Catholic Church respond to Galileo’s ideas and why did it act in this way?

Develop source skills
6. Identify three of Copernicus’s beliefs that you can recognise in SOURCE 2.
7. Write one or two sentences that you could add to the caption for SOURCE 2 to show its link to Copernicus.

Research and communicate
8. lmagine that Copernicus has been asked why he waited until the end of his life to publish his findings about 

the solar system. Write a paragraph of five to eight lines to explain the answer you think he would give.
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4d.11 A religious legacy
4d.11.1 Questioning the Church
In medieval times, most people in western Europe were Catholics. They had little or no education and 
couldn’t read or write. They relied on their local priests for information about God, the Church’s teachings, 
the rewards gained by those who followed them, and the punishment awaiting those who did not. People 
followed the Church’s teachings in the belief that this was the way to ensure a place in heaven for them-
selves after death.

The Renaissance spirit of inquiry created an atmosphere in which people questioned what had, in pre-
vious times, been thought of as unquestionable — religion and the teachings of the Catholic Church. Peo-
ple’s contact with the world beyond the village increased and so did educational opportunities. Educated 
people looked for the truth about their world through different sources of information: reading the Bible for 
themselves, the dissection of bodies, and checking and testing the work of earlier scientists.

One discovery after another showed that the Church’s teachings could be wrong. Vesalius’s medical 
knowledge called into question the Church’s ban on the dissection of bodies. Humanist scholars translated 
the New Testament from the original Greek, revealing great differences between what the Church was 
saying and earlier versions of the Bible. Some scholars supported Copernicus’s view that the Earth revolved 
around the sun.

4d.11.2 Criticisms of the Church
The Renaissance brought forth many criticisms of the Catholic Church. People began to resent everything 
the Church was involved in outside its religious role; for example:
 • wealthy merchants did not want to pay taxes to the Church
 • landowners did not see what right the Church had to hold large areas of land
 • royal families wanted to rule their kingdoms without the Pope’s interference
 • people wanted to read the Bible in their own language and not just in Latin, which only a minority had 

the opportunity to study
 • people wanted a greater say in running their own lives and deciding their own beliefs.

These criticisms and expectations created an atmosphere from which the Reformation would emerge.

SOURCE 1 Mind map showing people’s criticisms of the behaviour of Church leaders and priests

Village priests were poorly
educated and couldn’t back

up what they were
telling people.

People used bribery and family
connections to gain high

positions within the clergy.

Members of the clergy were
breaking their vows of ‘poverty,
chastity and obedience’ and so

were poor role models.

The Pope and his cardinals often
lived lives of great luxury, enjoyed
enormous wealth and were more
interested in politics than religion.

The Church sold indulgences to
increase its wealth. This seemed
to be claiming to have power that

was God’s alone.

Members of the clergy accepted
many different positions so as to

increase their wealth and then
became too busy to do the jobs

that they were meant to do.

Criticisms of
the Church

4d.11.3 Martin Luther’s revolution
Martin Luther was born on 10 November 1483 in Eisleben, Germany. In 1505 he entered the 
 Augustinian monastery at Erfurt and in 1511 he became Professor of Biblical Theology at the University of 
Wittenberg.
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SOURCE 3 Detail of a woodcut by Hans Holbein, c.1525, showing the Pope’s representatives selling 
 indulgences. The sale price varied according to the buyer’s ability to pay.

 Luther worried about death and salvation. He dis-
approved of what he had seen when he visited the 
headquarters of the Catholic Church in Rome in 
1510. He thought the Pope was allowing the Catholic 
Church to be run more like a business than a means 
of bringing people closer to God. He was angered 
by the practice of selling  indulgences  — documents 
stating the purchaser was free from sin.     

 In 1517, John Tetzel, an indulgence seller, 
arrived in  Wittenberg. Tetzel promised his clients 
that ‘as soon as the coin in the coffer rings, a soul 
from purgatory springs’. Luther decided to take 
action, and nailed 95 theses to the door of the uni-
versity’s Catholic chapel. He said that: 
 •    the Pope and priests were equal in God’s eyes 

with all other Catholics  
 •   people could get to heaven by obeying the Bible, 

not by going on pilgrimages or worshipping pic-
tures and statues of God and the saints  

 •   it was wrong to sell indulgences because only God 
had the power to reduce the punishment for sins  

 •   priests should be allowed to marry.   
 Martin Luther became an overnight ‘celebrity’. Many people agreed with him that the Catholic Church 

was corrupt and needed reform. 
 Church leaders were furious. Pope Leo issued a  papal bull  (a formal notifi cation of the Pope’s intention 

to take action) ordering Luther to either take back what he had said or risk excommunication. Luther 
refused and publicly burned the bull. In 1520 the Pope declared him a heretic, and in 1521 Luther was 

SOURCE 2 Lucas Cranach the Elder’s 1529 
portrait of Martin Luther
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excommunicated. The Pope gained support from Charles V, the Holy Roman Emperor, who ordered Luther 
to defend himself at the Diet of Worms.

Luther refused to take back his criticisms. Over the next twenty years, Martin Luther’s ideas gained more 
and more supporters. His followers were called Protestants because they protested against the Catholic 
Church. His ideas spread to northern Europe and to England.

Luther’s attempts to reform the Catholic Church resulted in a breakaway movement and the creation of 
many new Christian religions. Christians in western Europe were no longer all Catholics.

4d.12 Research Project: Renaissance Antiques 
brochure
Numerous videos and interactivities are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in 
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

4d.12.1 Scenario and task
Your new concept store is about to open. 
The sign above the door says Renaissance 
Antiques. You are hoping to attract a 
wealthy and discerning clientele and your 
store will exclusively stock items made or 
invented in the Renaissance period — a 
marvellous time of new ideas and discov-
eries. You will launch your new store with 
a well-designed and highly informative 
catalogue.

Design a catalogue for Renaissance 
Antiques. Your catalogue should show-
case the items you are selling and include 
short descriptions of their  history and 
why they are part of the Renaissance 

4d.11 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. List three reasons why people became more critical of the Catholic Church during the Renaissance.
2. List three changes they wanted to make as a result of this.
3. Write a paragraph to describe who Martin Luther was, what he did and why he is a key individual in history.

Develop source skills
4. Describe the activity shown in SOURCE 3. Was the artist ‘for’ or ‘against’ the event he recorded? Give 

reasons for your answer.

Research and communicate
5. Imagine you are a cardinal in one of the Italian cities during the Renaissance. It is your job to report to the 

Pope in Rome about your concerns that people are less willing to obey the Church than they have been in 
the past. Write a short report that will keep the Pope well informed. You might even provide some sugges-
tions for what he could do to improve the situation.
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Antiques range. Because yours is an upmarket store that caters to a certain class of buyers, there is no need 
to advertise the prices of the goods to the public; prices will be ‘available on application’. The project 
would work best with a design team of three to four, with each team member responsible for at least four 
to fi ve brochure items. You might like to organise your brochure around categories such as: 
 •    inventions that changed our world  
 •   art  
 •   learning  
 •   famous families  
 •   everyday items  
 •   weapons  
 •   religious items  
 •   transport  
 •   architecture  
 •   moving around the world (shipping materials, maps, navigation aids etc.)   

    4d.12.2 Process 
 •    Work in pairs or small groups to complete this research project.  
 •   Access your learnON title to watch the introductory video lesson for this project, located in the 

Resources tab.  
 •   In the Resources tab you will also fi nd a selection of images that have been provided to help you get started 

on your brochure. A sample brochure item is also included to help you understand the language of selling.  
 •   Using the information throughout this topic as your starting point, research four to fi ve sales items (they 

can be the actual items or plans, drawings and other graphic material related to items) in the categories 
you have chosen. Enter your fi ndings in the activities section, under each of the Research topic headings. 
You should each fi nd at least three sources (other than this resource and at least one offl ine source such 
as a book or encyclopaedia) to help you discover extra information about life in this time and place.  

 •   When your research is completed, your group should collaborate and decide on 
a style for your brochure. You need to consider how you will design the layout 
of the items, the font and style for your headings, a shop logo, and where to 
place basic information, such as how to fi nd your shop, contact details and 
opening times. Remember that you are honest 
merchants, so please advise  customers of any 
item that is of contemporary manufacture and 
merely a copy of an item made or designed in the 
Renaissance.  

 •   Once your design is fi nalised, create your bro-
chure using Word or desktop publishing software.  

 •   Proofread and check your work thoroughly — 
ensure each group member participates in this 
checking process. 
 –    When you are happy with your completed bro-
chure, print and submit it to your teacher for 
assessment.        

Go online to access additional resources such as templates, images and weblinks.

ONLINE ONLY
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4d.13 Review
4d.13.1 Review

Go online to access additional end of topic resources such as interactivities and printable worksheets.
4d.13 Activity 1: Check your understanding
4d.13 Activity 2: Practise your historical skills
4d.13 Activity 3: Multiple choice quiz

ONLINE ONLY

4d.13 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

KEY TERMS
Anatomy the structure of the different parts of the body and how they work
Astronomer a person who studies the movements and positions of the stars, moons, planets and other bodies 
in outer space
City-states state made up of a city and its surrounding area
Diet of Worms diet is a German word for a meeting of representatives; Worms is a place in Germany
Excommunicate ban people from receiving the Church’s sacraments
Feudalism a system in which the ruler owned all the land and subdivided it among important subjects in return 
for their loyalty and for taxes paid in money, goods or services. The system encouraged loyalty both to the ruler 
and to the local lord.
Frescoes painting on wet lime plaster walls or ceiling
Guild a craft or trade organisation that set work standards for its members and offered them protection; 
organisation of people who share a profession or trade
Heresy an opinion that goes against the official teachings of the Catholic Church; the offence of contradicting 
the Church’s teachings
Humanism a movement to rediscover the culture and learning of ancient Greece and Rome and use it to bring 
new ideas to the world
Indulgences documents stating that the purchaser was free from sin
Papal States states in central Italy that the popes ruled from 754 to 1870. Today, Vatican City, created in 1929, 
is the only papal state.
Papal bull a formal notification of the Pope’s intention to take action
Ptolemaic system the astronomical system in which it was believed that the Earth was the centre of the 
universe and the sun, moon and planets revolved around it
Renaissance a French word meaning ‘rebirth’, referring to the period from c.1350 to c.1550 in which people 
rediscovered the learning of ancient Greece and Rome, inspiring an exciting period of artistic, intellectual and 
geographical exploration
Republic in Renaissance times, writers used this word to describe a government not headed by a monarch and 
also one in which the people had a say. In modern times, it has this meaning and also a greater emphasis on 
the idea of government in which the people’s elected representatives gain their power from the people.
Reformation the sixteenth-century religious movement that began with attempts to reform the Roman Catholic 
Church and ended with the creation of Protestant churches
Symmetry balance, for example in a building, resulting from its two halves being the same
Vanishing point a point in the far distance of a drawing or painting. By drawing lines that link this point with 
objects in the foreground, the artist could be more accurate in showing three dimensions — horizontal, vertical 
and an indication of the depth of the scene to help achieve a realistic impression of space and distance.
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Practise your historical skills
Comprehension: chronology, terms and concepts
1. Create a timeline for the period c.1400–1550 and position the follow-

ing events at appropriate places along it.
• Completion of Brunelleschi’s dome
• Copernicus publishes On the Revolution of Heavenly Spheres
• Botticelli creates Primavera
• Raphael paints The School of Athens
• Michelangelo creates the Pietà
• Leonardo finishes The Last Supper
• Vesalius publishes Fabric of the Human Body
• Pico della Mirandola publishes An Oration on the Dignity of Man

 Choose and add two or more additional events that you think belong 
on this timeline, and create a suitable  caption for it.

2. Create sentences to incorporate each of the three terms/concepts 
grouped in the list below.
(a) Signoria, republic, Gonfaloniere
(b) Renaissance, humanism, patrons
(c) vanishing point, perspective, anatomy
(d) astronomer, Ptolemeic, heresy
(e) Reformation, indulgences, papal bull

3. Why might some people criticise the Renaissance for being ‘backward-looking’? What could you say in its 
defence?

Analysis and use of sources
4. Locate three sources on Lorenzo de’ 

Medici (at least two of which should 
be written) and identify:
(a) the date and creator of each 

source
(b) three pieces of information each 

source provides
(c) the likely purpose of each source

5. Look carefully at SOURCE 1 and then 
answer the following questions.
(a) Use the information provided in the 

source caption to explain why the 
source is not reliable as a portrait 
of Isabella d’Este.

(b) How might SOURCE 1 be useful to 
a historian even though it is not 
reliable?

6. In what ways would SOURCE 2 be 
useful to a historian investigating 
scientific change during the  
Renaissance?

Perspectives and  interpretations
7. Imagine you have been given the responsibility for writing the text for a website to support a television series 

on the Medici family’s role in Renaissance Italy. The series will explore the family’s role in banking and in the 
government of Florence; its support for the arts; its use of the power of the Catholic Church; and the 
problems it faced. To begin with, you will need to write an overview of about 150 words to introduce 
your topic and get the audience  interested in it. You may need to do some extra research. The writers of the 
series have suggested some vocabulary you might like to use, although you are free to disregard it:
• ambition
• banking
• corruption

• godfathers
• influence
• networking

• patrons
• power
• ruthless

• Signoria
• survival
• violence.

SOURCE 1 A portrait of 
Isabella d’Este, which the 
artist Titian painted when 
Isabella was in her sixties. 
She had rejected an earlier 
portrait because it made her 
look too old.

SOURCE 2 Andreas Cellari’s seventeenth-century map of the 
heavens showing the Ptolemeic system, with the sun, moon 
and stars passing under and over the Earth’s landmass
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When you have completed your text, look at your finished product as a source from which to answer the 
following questions.
(a) From what perspective have you created this source?
(b) What interpretation of the Medici’s role does it provide?
(c) How might your wording have been different had you been writing for yourself and not for a website and 

a television audience?
8. What information does SOURCE 3 provide about Matteo Palmieri’s values and attitudes?

Empathetic understanding
9. Why might people have thought of the Renaissance as ‘a marvellous time to be alive’?

Research
10. Society’s expectations of the Renaissance man were that he be cultured and well-educated in the arts and 

sciences. Society largely expected Renaissance women to get married, produce babies and care for 
children. Some women had the opportunity and the resources to break free of this ideal of women’s 
behaviour. Your task is find out about Isabella d’Este, a woman who made a significant contribution to 
Renaissance life:

Use the ‘w’ questions to develop six questions to guide your research on Isabella d’Este and use these 
to make notes in your own words.

11. Continue the planning you began in question 10 by listing the sources that you could use in your research. 
Copy and complete the following table to summarise the relevance of each of your sources.

Explanation and communication
12. Continue your work on Isabella d’Este.

• Use the information you gained in question 10 to write 25–30 lines to go with the heading ‘Isabella d’Este: 
a Renaissance woman’. Use the grammar and spellcheck functions on your computer to help you identify 
and correct errors.

• Add appropriate sub-headings and illustrations.
• List your sources of information at the end.

13. Work in groups of 2 or 3 to develop a PowerPoint presentation illustrating one of the following themes.
(a) Humanism – the driving force of the Renaissance
(b) Florence – a Renaissance city
(c) The cultural legacy of the Renaissance

14. You are the owner of a very successful company called ‘Renaissance Travel’. Your company specialises in 
tours that provide people with opportunities to see some of the achievements of Renaissance Italy. Do 
some more research to help you decide what places and things you will include in a new 7–10 day tour you 
are planning. Use ICT resources to develop an illustrated fold-out brochure that will attract new clients to 
your business. Include a map, an itinerary and text describing the highlights of your tour. Create a draft first 
and discuss it with someone who can suggest improvements before you create your final copy.

SOURCE 3 An extract from Della Vita Civile (On Civic Life) written c.1429 by Matteo Palmieri, a 
Florentine historian and public official

Now, indeed may every true thinker thank God that he has been born into this new age, so full of hope 
and promise. The age in which we live has so many more gifted people than were in all of the 
 thousand years that have just passed.

Source How it is relevant
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